APPENDICES

SYNOPSIS OF THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS

The story begins when Clarice Starling, a young FBI trainee, being asked to carry an errand, by agent Jack Crawford, the head section of Behavioral Science in FBI to visit Dr. Hannibal Lecter to get information on Buffalo Bill a.k.a. Jame Gumb, a brilliant serial killer who wants to make a human-skin jacket throughout women’s skins. He is deeply disturbed and unable to overcome the death of his mother; he wants to be like his mother and feels that he should not be in a man’s body but in a woman’s. For that reason he could be like a woman, and less like a man.

Starling had to swap information with Dr. Lecter about her personal life, and her biggest fear to get information about Buffalo Bill. Crawford has already told Starling never to give personal information to Lecter, because he could use it as his own psychological weapon.

In the end of the story, she gets caught in the fight for her life. Starling is in modus of self-defense and manages to kill Buffalo Bill, but somehow she felt that she should thanks Dr. Lecter because he wasn’t just giving her the hints on “Buffalo Bill” but also releasing her from her nightmare.
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